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An incompressible fluid is assumed to satisfy the time-independent Stokes equa-
tions in a porous medium. The porous medium is modeled by a bounded domain
in Rn that is perforated for each =>0 by =-dilations of a subset of Rn arising from
a family of stochastic processes which generalize the homogeneous random fields.
The solution of the Stokes equations on these perforated domains is homogenized
as =  0 by means of stochastic two-scale convergence in the mean and the
homogenized limit is shown to satisfy a two-pressure Stokes system containing both
deterministic and stochastic derivatives and a Darcy-type law which generalizes the
Darcy law obtained for fluid flow in periodically perforated porous media.  1998
Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
An approach to the rigorous mathematical analysis of flows in porous
media which has been particularly fruitful involves the homogenization of
partial differential equations. Since the flow of a typical fluid through a
porous medium is usually of low velocity, inertial effects can be ignored,
and the flow can hence be modeled effectively by the Stokes equations. The
porous medium is modeled by a bounded domain in Rn that is perforated
by many small cavities, with the distribution and the geometry of the
perforations given as a function of a positive parameter =. The basic
philosophy of the homogenization process involves finding solutions of the
Stokes equations on the parameterized perforated domains (augmented by
various boundary conditions), proving that these solutions converge to a
limit in some sense as =  0, and then deriving equations and boundary
conditions satisfied throughout the entire domain by the homogenized
limit. Much of the work in this direction is concerned with fluid flow in
periodically perforated porous media. A good introduction to the physics
and the basic mathematical ideas and techniques used there can be found
in [18] (particularly Chapter 7) and [19], with further information about
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and refinements of the methods appearing in [1, 3, 10, 11, and 12], to cite
a few of the many possible references.
In the current paper, we study homogenization of the (steady-state)
Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid when the perforations are
obtained from a possibly nonperiodic, random process. We follow the
mathematical framework for such problems as set out in [9, Chapter 7].
We starts with a fixed separable measure space (0, 7, +) with probability
measure +, equipped with a measurable, n-parameter group of invertible,
bi-measurable transformations of 0 which has + as an invariant measure.
We do not necessarily assume that + is ergodic with respect to this group
action. A given bounded domain in Rn is then randomly perforated by
=-dilations of the preimage in Rn under the transformation group of a fixed
+-measurable subset of 0, for each =>0. The precise description of how
this is done is given at the beginning of Sections 2 and 3. As pointed out
in [5] (see also [7]), this perforation procedure contains as a special case
domains that are perforated by means of a homogeneous random field.
In order to achieve homogenization of solutions to the Stokes equations
obtained on these perforated domains, we employ the concept of stochastic
two-scale convergence in the mean. This limiting procedure was introduced and
developed in [4] and [5], and was inspired by the work of Nguetseng [15]
and Allaire [2] on two-scale convergence and its application to homogeni-
zation problems which involve rapidly oscillating periodic coefficients. In
Section 2 of the present paper, we develop further the theory of stochastic
differentiation in 0 which allows for the application of stochastic two-scale
mean convergence to the homogenization problems that we treat here.
Section 3 contains the main result of this paper (Theorem 3.3). After we
formulate precisely stochastic two-scale mean convergence and discuss
some of its required compactness properties, we show that the homoge-
nized flow obtained via this convergence satisfies a two-pressure Stokes
system which includes both deterministic and stochastic derivatives, and
which is analogous to the classical situations discussed, for example, in
[11] (see also [3]). We also verify a Darcy-type law for the invariant part
of the homogenized flow which generalizes the Darcy law obtained for
flows through periodically perforated porous media.
Finally, we wish to acknowledge the influence of [3], which guided
many of our thoughts on the matters herein addressed.
2. LOCAL STOCHASTIC CALCULUS AND A STOCHASTIC
VERSION OF THE GRADIENT CHARACTERIZATION THEOREM
Let (0, 7, +) denote a probability space, with probability measure + and
+-measurable sets 7. An n-dimensional dynamical system is a family
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[T(x) : x # Rn] of invertible maps T(x): 0  0 with T(x) and T(x)&1 both
measurable with respect to (0, 7, +), for each x # Rn, and which satisfies
the following conditions:
(a) T(0) is the identity map on 0 and for (x, y) # Rn_Rn,
T(x+ y)=T(x)T( y);
(b) for each x # Rn and measurable set F # 7, +(T(x)&1F )=+(F ), i.e.,
+ is an invariant measure for T;
(c) for each F # 7, the set [(x, |) # Rn_0 : T(x)| # F] is a dx_d+-
measurable subset of Rn_0, where dx denotes Lebesgue measure on Rn.
It follows from (c) that if f is a measurable function defined on 0, the func-
tion (x, |)  f (T(x)|) is dx_d+-measurable on Rn_0 and so using (a)
and (b) we can define a group [U(x) : x # Rn] of isometries on
L2(0)=L2(0, 7, +) by (U(x) f )(|)= f (T(x)|), x # Rn, | # 0, f # L2(0).
It follows from the argument used in [9, Section 7.1] that the function
x  U(x) is continuous in the strong operator topology, i.e., for each
f # L2(0), U(x) f  f strongly in L2(0) as x  0.
We now use a fixed n-dimensional dynamical system T on 0 to define a
stochastic differential calculus in L2(0) which comes from the individual
coordinate actions arising from the isometry group [U(x) : x # Rn].
Toward that end, we note that when each coordinate of x=(x1 , ..., xn)
varies over R with the other coordinates held equal to 0 in U(x), we obtain
n one-parameter, strongly continuous, groups of isometries Ui on L2(0)
which pairwise commute. Let D1 , ..., Dn denote the infinitesimal generators
in L2(0) of these one-parameter groups and let D1 , ..., Dn denote their
respective domains. Thus f # Di if and only if f # L2(0) and
Di ( f )# lim
t  0
Ui (t) f & f
t
exists strongly as an element of L2(0). We set D(0)=ni=1 Di . For each
multi-index :=(:1 , ..., :n), let D:=D:11 ...D
:n
n , set
D(0)=[ f # L2(0) : D: f # D(0), for all multi-indices :],
and let C(0) denote the set of all functions f # L(0) such that for each
multi-index :, D:f # L(0) and t&1(Ui (t)D:f &D:f ) converges strongly
in L(0) as t  0, for i=1, ..., n.
Let f # L1(0), and let : be a multi-index. The stochastic weak derivative
D: f is the linear functional on C (0) defined by
(D: f )(,)=(&1) |:| |
0
fD:, d+,
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where |:|=:1+...+:n . It follows from the T-invariance of + that the
adjoint equation
|
0
fDi g d+=&|
0
gDi f d+
holds for all f # Di , g # Di , and consequently whenever f # Di , we may
identify Di f # L2(0) with D:i f in the case when :i=($1i , ..., $ni) and $ ij is
the Kronecker delta. Conversely, if f # L2(0) and if there exists fi # L2(0)
such that
(D:i f )(,)=|
0
fi, d+, \, # C (0),
then f # Di and Di f = fi . If we hence endow D(0) with the natural graph
norm
&g&2D(0)=&g&
2
L2(0)+:
i
&Dig&2L2(0) ,
then the resulting Banach space can be viewed as a stochastic generaliza-
tion of the Sobolev space H1(Rn). In order to emphasize this Banach-space
structure, we will denote D(0) equipped with the norm & &D(0) by H1(0).
With a slight abuse of notation, we will let D if denote the stochastic weak
derivative D:i f for f # L2(0).
For f # L2(0) (resp., v=(v1 , ..., vn) # L2(0)n), we define the stochastic
gradient {| f and stochastic divergence div| v by
{| f =(D1 f, ..., Dn f ),
div| v=:
i
D ivi .
The following lemma, whose proof can be found in [4] and [5], records
several facts about stochastically differentiable functions that will prove
quite useful in what follows. In order to state it, we recall that a function
f # L2(0) in invariant for T if f b T(x)= f, +-a.e. on 0, for all x # Rn. The
set of all functions in L2(0) invariant for T is a closed subspace of L2(0)
which we denote by I2(0). We set M 2(0)=I 2(0)=.
Lemma 2.1. (a) If f # L2(0), then f # I 2(0) if and only if {| f =0.
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(b) If , # D(0), then for +-a.e. | # 0, the function x  ,(T(x)|) is
in C(Rn), and for any multi-index :=(:1 , ..., :n),
:,(T(x)|)=(D:,)(T(x)|),
where := |:|x:11 } } } x
:n
n .
(c) Let g # L2(0), k # C 0 (R
n), and define the stochastic convolution of
g and k by
(g V k)(|)=|
Rn
g(T(x)|) k(x) dx, | # 0.
Then g V k # D(0), g V k # C(0) if g # L(0),
D:(g V k)(|)=(&1) |:| |
Rn
g(T(x)|) :k(x) dx
for any multi-index :, and
&g V k&L2(0)|supp k|12 &k&L2(Rn) &g&L2(0) , (2.1)
where |supp k| is the Lebesgue measure of the support of k.
(d) C(0) is strongly dense in L2(0).
(e) The linear span of C(0) V C 0 (R
n) is strongly dense in H 1(0).
It is a consequence of elementary distribution theory that a function
integrable on a domain Q of Rn is constant almost everywhere on Q if and
only if all of its weak, first-order partial derivatives vanish there. Our first
task in this section is to obtain a stochastic analog of this fact when Rn is
replaced by 0.
If F is a +-measurable subset of 0, we denote by C(F ) the set of all
functions in C(0) which vanish on 0"F. If f # L1(0), we will say that
Di f vanishes on F if (Di f ),=0, for all , # C(F ). It follows from Lemma
2.1(a) that if f # L2(0) agrees on F with an element of I 2(0), then {| f
vanishes on F. We are interested in obtaining a converse to this fact. In
order to do that, we say that F is T-open in 0 if C(F ) is strongly dense
in the set L2(F ) of all elements of L2(0) which vanish on 0"F and that F
is T-connected in 0 if whenever f # C(0) has a stochastic gradient which
vanishes on F, then f agrees on F with an element of I2(0). The following
lemma gives us the desired converse.
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Lemma 2.2. If F is a +-measurable subset of 0 that is T-open and T-
connected, then f # L2(0) has a stochastic gradient which vanishes on F if
and only if f agrees on F with an element of I 2(0).
Lemma 2.2 is an immediate consequence of the preceeding remarks and
the next two lemmas, the first of which will also be used in some arguments
to be made in Section 3.
Lemma 2.3. A function f # L2(0) agrees on a +-measurable subset F of
0 with an element of I 2(0) if and only if for all x # Rn,
f b T(x) and f agree on F & T(&x)F. (2.2)
Proof. The necessity of condition (2.2) is easily verified, so suppose
f # L2(0) satisfies it.
Begin by observing that the strong continuity of U implies the following
fact: for k=1, 2, 3..., there exist points y0k=0, y1k , ..., ynk , k in
[&k, k]nRn such that for each y # [&k, k]n, there is a yik for which
&/F b T(&yik)&/F b T(&y)&L2(0)<
1
k
, (2.3)
where /F denotes the characteristic function of F. We next construct a func-
tion gk on 0 as follows: Set F=F0k ,
Fik=T( y ik)F>\ .
i&1
j=0
T( yjk)F+ , i=1, ..., nk ,
gk= :
nk
i=0
/Fik } f b T(&yik), k=1, 2, 3, ... .
Since f satisfies (2.2), it follows that
gk b T( yik)/F= f/F , \i, k. (2.4)
We also note that
&gk&L2(0) & f &L2(0) , k=1, 2, 3, ... .
For each k, set
g~ k=
1
(2k)n |[&k, k]n gk b T( y) dy;
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g~ k is well-defined as an L2(0)-valued Bochner integral, and
&g~ k&L2(0)&gk&L2(0) & f &L2(0) , k=1, 2, 3, ... .
Let g be a weak limit point in L2(0) of the sequence (g~ k). Observe now
that if x # Rn, the Lebesgue measure |2k | of the symmetric difference 2k of
[&k, k]n and its translate x+[&k, k]n does not exceed C(2k)n&1, where
C is a constant depending only on n and x, and hence that
&g~ k b T(x)& g~ k&L2(0) 
|2k |
(2k)n
&gk&L2(0)
C
2k
& f &L2(0) .
It follows that g # I 2(0).
We will now prove that f agrees with g on F. Let y # [&k, k]n. We find
yik so that (2.3) holds, and then use (2.4) to estimate that
&gk b T( y)/F& f/F&L1(0)=&gk(/F b T(& yik)&/F b T(& y))&L1(0)
<
1
k
& f &L2(0) , k=1, 2, 3, ... .
Hence,
&g~ k/F& f/F&L1(0)=
1
(2k)n
&|
[&k, k]n
(gk b T( y)/F& f/F) dy"L1(0)

1
(2k)n |[&k, k]n &gk b T( y)/F& f/F&L1(0) dy
<
1
k
& f &L2(0) , k=1, 2, 3, ...,
and so g/F= f/F . K
Lemma 2.4. Let F be a T-open, +-measurable subset of 0, let f # L2(0),
and suppose that {| f vanishes on F. Then there is a sequence (gm)C(0)
such that gm  f strongly in L2(0) and {|gm vanishes on F, for all m.
Proof. Since - &1D1 , ..., - &1Dn are commuting, closed, densely-
defined, self-adjoint operators in L2(0), it follows from the spectral
theorem for commuting, self-adjoint operators on Hilbert space [16, 17]
that there exists a measure space (M, *) with * a finite, nonnegative
measure, a unitary operator W: L2(0)  L2(M, *)=L2(M ), and real-
valued *-measurable functions a1 , ..., an defined on M, such that
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(iii) , # Di (0) if and only if aiW, # L2(M ), i=1, ..., n;
(iv) if  # WDi (0), then
W Di W&1=- &1 a i, i=1, ..., n;
(v) if  # L2(M ), then
WU(x) W&1= exp \- &1 :i xiai+ , x # R
n.
If , # L(0), k # C0 (R
n), and 7 denotes the Fourier transform, then the
stochastic convolution , V k is defined, and it follows from (v) that
W(, V k )=k(a1 , ..., an) W,. (2.5)
Now as , varies over L2(0), the right-hand side of (2.5) defines an
element of L2(M ) for each k. For g # L2(0), we set g V k equal to
W&1(k(a1 , ..., an) Wg), and note that (2.5) then holds for , # L2(0).
For m=1, 2, 3, ..., let km denote a fixed element of C 0 (R
n) such that
0km1, km#1 on |x|m, km#0 on |x|m+1, and set fm= f V k m .
We claim that fm  f strongly in L2(0) and for each m, fm # D(0) and
{| fm vanishes on F.
Note first that by (2.7) and the choice of km , for each multi-index
:=(:1 , ..., :n),
&a:11 } } } a
:n
n Wfm&L2(M )=&a
:1
1 } } } a
:n
n km(a1 , ..., an) Wf &L2(M )
(m+1) |:| & f &L2(0) ,
and so it follows from (iii) and (iv) that fm # D(0). We also have that
& f& fm&2L2(0) =|
M
|km(a1 , ..., an)&1|2 |Wf |2 d*,
and this tends to 0 as m  + by the dominated convergence theorem.
In order to verify that {| fm vanishes on F, observe first that if
, # C(F ) and : is a multi-index, then D:, # C(F ). Hence from (iv) and
the hypothesis on {| f, it follows that for each multi-index : with |:|1,
0=|
M
a:11 } } } a
:n
n WfW, d*, \, # C
 (F ). (2.6)
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Note next that for i=1, ..., n,
ai W(C (F))[g # L2 (M ): a:11 } } } a
:n
n g # L
2 (M ), for all multi-indices :],
and hence by the functional calculus for commuting self-adjoint operators
[16, 17], the operator on L2 (M ) given by multiplication by km (a1 , ..., am)
can be approximated in the strong operator topology on ai W(C (F )) by
means of multiplication by polynomials in a1 , ..., an . Hence, for each
, # C (F ), aikm (a1 , ..., an)W, is the strong limit in L2 (M ) of multiplications
of W, by polynomials with zero constant term in a1 , ..., an . It is thus a
consequence of (2.6) that
0=|
M
a ikm (a1 , ..., an) WfW, d*
=|
0
fm D i, d+, i=1, ..., n, \, # C (F ).
We may hence suppose that f # D (0). Since F is T-open, /F{|f =0,
+-a.e. on 0. Now, let (,l) be a sequence of functions in C (R) which have
the following properties: ,l (x)=x for |x|l, ,l (x)=l for |x|l+1, and
|,l (x)||x|, for x # R. Set hl=,l b f. It is then straightforward to verify that
hl # D(0) & L (0) and the chain rule Di hl=(,$l b f ) Di f holds for each i
and l. Hence /F{|h l=0, +-a.e. on 0, and so (2.6) holds with f replaced
by hl . If we now let h lm=hl V k m , then hlm # C (0) for each l and m, and
the reasoning in the first part of this proof shows that {| hlm vanishes on
F for each l, m, and hlm  hl strongly in L2 (0) as m  +. Combining
this with the estimate
&hl& f &2L2(0)2 |
[| : | f (|)|>l]
| f |2 d+
establishes the conclusion of the lemma. K
A result of fundamental importance in the analysis of the Stokes equa-
tions asserts that if Q is a bounded Lipschitz domain in Rn and if d is a
distribution in H&1 (Q)n which vanishes on the kernel of the divergence in
H 10 (Q)
n, then d is the gradient of a function f # L2 (Q). Moreover, there
exists a constant C>0, depending only on n and Q, such that
& f &L2(Q)RC &d&H&1(Q)n .
We will refer to this result as the gradient characterization theorem; it
follows by combining theorems of De Rham [16] and Nec as [14] (see
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also [20, Propositions 1.1.1, 1.1.2; 13]). Our aim now is to obtain the
stochastic analog of this result in 0.
Theorem 2.5. Suppose that d is a bounded linear functional on H1 (0)n
which vanishes on the kernel of the stochastic divergence. Then there exists
f # L2 (0), uniquely determined modulo I 2 (0), such that d={| f, i.e.,
d(v)=&|
0
f div|v d+, \v # H 1 (0)n.
Proof. Fix g # C (0), and for k=(k1 , ..., kn) # C0 (R
n)n, define
d(g)k=d(g V k),
where g V k=(g V k1 , ..., g V kn). Then d(g) defines a distribution on
C0 (R
n)n, and by Lemma 2.1(c) and the hypothesis on d, d(g) vanishes on
the kernel of the divergence in C 0 (R
n)n. We also have that
d(g b T( y))k=d(g) k( } & y), \y # Rn. (2.7)
Let Br denote the open ball in Rn centered at 0 of radius r. Then for all
k # C 0 (R
n)n which are supported in Br ,
|d(g)k|=|d(g V k)|
&d& &g V k&H1(0)n
C &d& max
1in
|supp ki | 12 &g&L2(0) &k&H1(Br)n ,
where the last estimate here follows from (2.1). Hence,
&d(g)&H&1(Br)nC &d& |Br |
12 &g&L2(0) . (2.8)
It follows from (2.7), (2.8) and the gradient characterization theorem that
there is a linear operator G: C (0)  L2loc (R
n) and a constant Cr>0 that
is locally bounded as a function of r such that
d(g)k=&|
Rn
G(g) divxk dx, \k # C0 (R
n)n, (2.9)
G(g b T( y))=G(g)( } + y), \y # Rn, (2.10)
&G(g)&L2(Br)Cr &d& |Br |
12 &g&L2(0) . (2.11)
We now assert that G(g) # C (Rn), for all g # C (0). In order to see
this, let ei denote the i-th standard basis vector in Rn, and note from (2.10)
and (2.11) that
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"G(g)( } +tei)&G(g)t &G(Dig)"L2(Br)="G \
U i (t) g& g
t
&D ig+"L2(Br)
C "Ui (t) g& gt &Dig"L2(0).
Letting t  0 in this inequality, we deduce that the weak first-order
derivatives of G(g) are functions in L2loc (R
n) and

xi
G(g)=G(Di g), i=1, ..., n.
We now iterate this equality to conclude that the weak derivatives of G(g)
of all orders are functions in L2loc (R
n), and the asserted smoothness of G(g)
is hence a consequence of the Sobolev embedding theorem.
It follows that g  G(g)(0) defines a linear functional on C (0). By
(2.11) and the continuity of G(g), we estimate that
|G(g)(0)| lim
r  0
|Br |&1 |
Br
|G(g)| dx
 lim
r  0
|Br |&12 &G(g)&L2(Br)
C &d& &g&L2(0) .
Since C (0) is strongly dense in L2 (0), it follows that there exists
f # L2 (0) with & f &L2(0)C &d& such that
G(g)(0)=&|
0
fg d+, \g # C (0),
and so by (2.10),
G(g)(x)=G(g b T(x))(0)=&|
0
g b T(x) f d+, \x # Rn.
Hence by (2.9) and Lemma 2.1(c),
d(g V k)=&|
Rn
G(g) divx k dx
=|
0
f |
Rn
g b T(x) divx k dx d+
=&|
0
f div| (g V k) d+
=({| f )(g V k).
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Consequently d and {| f agree on the linear span of C (0) V C(Rn)n,
which is the same as the linear span of [C (0) V C 0 (R
n)]n, and this lat-
ter linear span is strongly dense in H1 (0)n by Lemma 2.1(e). It follows
that d={| f.
It remains only to verify the uniqueness assertion, and this is an
immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1(a). K
Remark. It follows from Theorem 2.5 that {| , considered as a bounded
operator from H1 (0) into L2 (0)n, has closed range. This fact can be used
to improve somewhat the conclusions of several of the results established
in [4] and [5].
Corollary 2.6. Let F be a +-measurable subset of 0. If d is a linear
functional on C (F )n which is bounded in the H1 (0)n-norm and which
vanishes on C (F )n & (kernel of div|), then there exists f # L2 (0) such
that d={|f on C (F )n. If F is T-open and T-connected, then /Ff is
uniquely detemined as an element of L2 (F )/F I2 (0).
Proof. It follows from the HahnBanach theorem that d can be
extended to a bounded linear functional on H1 (0)n which vanishes on the
kernel of div| . Now apply Theorem 2.5 to obtain f. The uniqueness state-
ment is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.2. K
Remark. For any subset S of [1, 2, ..., n], containing at least two
elements, set
div|, S v= :
i # S
Di vi , {|, S=&(div|, S)*.
A straightforward modification of the arguments used in the proof of
Theorem 2.5 and Corollary 2.6 shows that theorem and corollary remain
valid (with the uniqueness statements there appropriately modified) with
div| and {| replaced respectively by div|, S and {|, S .
Let [t(x) : x # Rn] denote the group of translations t(x): y  x+ y on
Rn. For (x, y) # Rn_Rn=R2n, define the map (t_T )(x, y) : Rn_0 
Rn_0 by
(t_T )(x, y) : (z, |)  (x+z, T( y)|), (z, |) # Rn_0.
Then t_T is a 2n-dimensional dynamical system defined on Rn_0 with an
invariant measure given by dx_d+. We let H1 (Rn_0) denote the
stochastic Sobolev space defined on Rn_0 by t_T. If divt_T denotes the
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stochastic divergence defined on L2 (Rn_0) by t_T and if S=
[n+1, ..., 2n], then, in the notation introduced in the previous remark, we
have that
divt_T, S f =div| f, {t_T, S f ={| f
for f # L2 (Rn_0).
Now, let Q be a bounded, Lipschitz domain in Rn. If we replace
(0, +, T ) by (Rn_0, dx_d+, t_T ), C (0) by C 0 (Q)C (0), and
F by Q_F in our previous results and remarks, we easily deduce the
following corollary, which will be required in Section 3.
Corollary 2.7. Let Q be a bounded, Lipschitz domain in Rn, F a
+-measurable subset of 0. Suppose that d is a linear functional on
[C 0 (Q)C
 (F )]n that is bounded in the H 1 (Rn_0)n-norm and vanishes
on [C 0 (Q)C
 (F )]n & (kernel of div|). Then there exists f # L2 (Q_0)
such that d={| f on [C 0 (Q)C
 (F )]n. If F is T-open and T-connected,
then /Q_F f is uniquely determined as an element of L2 (Q_F )/Q_F
L2 (Q, I 2 (0)).
3. HOMOGENIZATION OF THE STOKES EQUATIONS IN
A RANDOMLY PERFORATED POROUS MEDIUM
Let (0, +, T ) denote an n-dimensional dynamical system as defined in
Section 2, and suppose now that 0 is separable as a measure space. Let G
be a fixed +-measurable subset of 0 of positive measure such that 0"G has
positive measure. For each | # 0, we define the homogeneous random set
determined by G at | by G(|)=[x # Rn : T(x)| # G]. For each =>0, set
G= (|)=[x # Rn : =&1x # G(|)]. We suppose that Rn"G(|) is a Lipschitz
domain for each | # 0, and for a fixed bounded, Lipschitz domain Q in Rn,
we consider the open sets Q= (|)=Q"G= (|), =>0. In general these sets will
not be connected. We assume in what follows that they are connected; this
will not affect the validity of the results and is done only to simplify the
exposition. The resulting domains Q= (|) can be regarded as obtained from
Q by randomly perforating Q with the ‘‘holes’’ that arise from G= (|).
In each domain Q=(|) we consider an incompressible fluid with coef-
ficient of viscosity =2 and subject to external forces per unit volume that are
given by a fixed element f # L2(Q)n. The velocity vector u==u=(} , |)=
(u=1 (} , |), ..., u
=
n ( } } , |)) and the pressure p
== p= (} , |) of the fluid are
assumed to satisfy the Stokes equations in Q= (|), i.e.,
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{p=&=22u== f in Q= (|), (3.1)
div u==0 in Q= (|), (3.2)
u==0 on Q= (|). (3.3)
The scaling =2 of the viscosity is a natural condition to impose on the
problem; indeed, in the classical situation [10, 11, 18, 19], this is the
precise scaling required to obtain a nonzero homogenized limit.
The standard existence and uniqueness theory [18, 20] for the Stokes
equations provides a unique weak solution (u= (} , |), p= (} , |)) #
H 10 (Q= (|))
n_L2 (Q= (|))R of (3.1)(3.3). We extend u= (} , |) to Rn by 0
outside of Q= (|), keeping the same notation u= for the extended function,
and thereby obtain a function (x, |)  u= (x, |) defined on Rn_0 that is
dx_d+-measurable. This follows from property (c) of the dynamical system
T and the construction of u= by means of Galerkin’s method.
The goal of our work in this section is to obtain a homogenized limit for
the solutions (u=, p=) and to derive equations and boundary conditions
satisfied by this limit, under appropriate assumptions. These assumptions
involve various conditions imposed on the homogeneous random sets G(|)
and an extension property that the pressures p= will be required to possess.
Our first assumption uses the stochastic versions of openness and con-
nectedness introduced in Section 2:
(A1) 0"G is T-open and T-connected in 0.
The next assumption can be regarded as a ‘‘regularity’’ condition on the
random geometry of the sets G(|). Since =&1Q & [Rn"G(|)] is by
hypothesis open for each | # 0, the Poincare inequality yields the existence
of a constant C= (|)>0 such that for all u # H 10 (=
&1Q & [Rn"G(|)]),
&u&2L2(=&1Q & [Rn"G(|)]) C= (|) &{u&
2
L2(=&1Q & [Rn"G(|)])n .
If we hence set
\= (|)=sup &u&2L2(=&1Q & [Rn"G(|)]) , | # 0,
where the supremum is taken over all elements in H 10 (=
&1Q & [Rn"G(|)])
whose gradient lies in the closed unit ball of L2 (=&1Q & [Rn"G(|)])n, then
\= is a finite-valued function on 0. We suppose that the following assump-
tion holds.
(A2) For each =>0, \= is dominated pointwise +-a.e. on 0
by an element g= of L2 (0), and sup=>0 &g=&L2(0)<+.
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If the +-measurable function |  |Rn"G(|)| resides in L2n (0), then
(A2) will hold for every bounded domain Q.
In order to motivate the assumption that we need to make regarding the
pressures, we note first that for | # 0, p= (} , |) is only determined up to an
additive constant in Q= (|), and so p= (} , |) is uniquely determined in
L2 (Q= (|))R. In classical homogenization of the Stokes equations [12, 18,
19], the pressures p= are defined in a periodically perforated domain with
period determined by the unit cube in Rn, and, under certain assumptions
on the periodic geometry, there exists an extension p = of p= to Q such that
p = # L2 (Q) and ( p =)=>0 is bounded in L2(Q)R. In our situation, the prob-
ability space 0 plays the role of the unit cube and the random perforations
of Q depend in an essential way on | # 0. Hence an appropriate assump-
tion on the pressures is the following: We suppose that p= (} , |) has an
extension p = (} , |) to Q such that p = # L2 (Q_0) and
(A3) ( p =)=>0 is bounded in L2 (0, L2 (Q)R).
This requirement is usually the most difficult to verify in specific situations,
and is usually achieved by construction of a restriction operator from
H 10 (Q) to H
1
0 (Q= (|)) which enjoys certain boundedness properties with
respect to =, combined with apriori estimates of u= which follow from
regularity assumptions like (A2). The extension property (A3) is con-
siderably less restrictive than the existence of such restriction operators and
could conceivably be verified by other, less difficult, means. Although this
is an important technical point, we have not investigated it to any depth
and we will hence say nothing more about it in this paper.
We describe next the limiting process by which the homogenization of
problem (3.1)(3.3) will be achieved.
A sequence (u=) in L2 (Q_0) is said to stochastically two-scale converge
in the mean to u # L2 (Q_0) if for all v # L2 (Q_0),
lim
=  0 |Q_0 u= (x, |) v(x, T(=
&1x)|) dx d+=|
Q_0
uv dx d+. (3.4)
If S is a subset of L2 (Q_0), (u=) stochastically two-scale converges in the
mean to u along S if (3.4) holds for all v # S. This definition makes sense
because according to [4], Lemma 2.2, for each v # L2 (Q_0), there exists
a dx_d+-representative of v such that the function defined by the second
factor in the integrand on the left-hand side of (3.4) using this repre-
sentative determines a unique element of L2 (Q_0) for each =>0. It thus
follows from the T-invariance of + that (u=) stochastically two-scale con-
verges in the mean to u in L2 (Q_0) if and only if the sequence defined by
u= (x, T(&=&1x)|) converges weakly to u in L2 (Q_0).
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The following theorem, a combination of [5, Theorems 3.4 and 3.7(a)],
describes the compactness properties of stochastic two-scale mean con-
vergence that will be required in what follows (it is in (b) of this theorem
that the separability of 0 is used).
Theorem 3.1. (a) Every bounded sequence in L2 (Q_0) has a sub-
sequence which stochastically two-scale converges in the mean to an element
of L2 (Q_0).
(b) Suppose that (u=), (={xu=) are bounded sequences in their respec-
tive L2-spaces on Q_0. Then there exists u # L2 (Q, H1 (0)) and a sub-
sequence, which we continue to denote by (u=), such that (u=) (resp., (={xu=))
stochastically two-scale converges in the mean to u (resp., {| u).
We require the following observations for the statement and proof of the
main theorem. If for each y # Rn, we define the mapping T ( y): Q_0 
Q_0 by T ( y)(x, |)=(x, T( y)|), then [T ( y) : y # Rn] is an n-dimen-
sional dynamical system on Q_0 with an invariant measure given by
dx_d+. For 1p, we let I p (Q_0) denote the set of all functions in
L p (Q_0) which are invariant for T . It is easy to see that I p (Q_0)=
L p (Q, I p (0)).
Let f # L1 (0) and for each t>0, set
At f (|)=
1
(2t)n |[&t, t]n f (T( y)|) dy.
It then follows from [8], Theorem VIII.7.17 that
E1 f (|)= lim
t  +
At f (|)
exists for +-a.e. | # 0. For 1p, we set
Ep=E1 |Lp(0) ,
and we let E p denote the corresponding map when (0, T ) is replaced by
(Q_0, T ). It then follows that
E 1 f (x, |)=E1 [ f (x, } )](|)
dx_d+-a.e. on Q_0, and that the following module property is satisfied:
E 1 ( fg)= fE p (g), \f # Lq (Q), \g # L p (Q_0),
q the exponent conjugate to p. The next lemma records some useful facts
about the mappings Ep and E p .
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Lemma 3.2. (a) For 1p, Ep (resp., E p) defines a projection of
norm 1 of L p (0) (resp. L p (Q_0)) onto I p (0) (resp., I p (Q_0)).
(b) If 1p< and q is the conjugate exponent, then E p*=Eq .
(c) If 1p and if f # L p (Q_0), then
Ep \|Q f (x, }) dx+=|Q E p f (x, }) dx.
Proof. Statements (a) and (b) follow straightforwardly from the results
in Section VIII of [8], and (c) is Lemma 3.2 of [4]. K
In order to keep the notation from becoming burdensome, the sub-
scripted p’s in Lemma 3.2 will be dropped when p=2.
We now set 2|=i D2i and consider the cell problems
ek={| qk&2|vk in 0"G, (3.5)
div| vk=0 in 0"G, (3.6)
vk=0 on G, (3.7)
for k=1, ..., n, where ek denotes the k th standard basis vector in Rn. If we
set F=0"G and let V 10 (F ) denote the strong closure in H1 (0)n of the set
[, # C (F )n : div| ,=0], then by combining the results of Section 2 with
the standard methods for treating the Stokes equations [18, Chap. 7;
20, Chap. 1], we obtain weak solutions (vk , qk) of (3.5)(3.7) in
V10 (F )_L
2 (0) that are uniquely determined in V 10 (F )(V
1
0 (F ) & I
2 (0)n)_
L2 (F )/F I2 (0). Furthermore, the vk ’s can be chosen so that the matrix
K=(E(vki)) is symmetric and positive definite +-a.e. on 0"G. As in the
classical situation, K will determine the permeability tensor in the Darcy
law which the homogenized flow will satisfy.
We can now state and prove the following theorem:
Theorem 3.3. Let F=0"G satisfy (A1) and (A2), and let ( p =) be the
extensions of ( p=) which satisfy the boundedness assumption (A3). Then there
exists (u, p, p~ ) # L2 (Q, H1 (0))n_L2 (Q_0)_L2 (Q_0) such that
(i) as =  0,
p =&
1
|Q| |Q p
= (x, }) dx
stochastically two-scale converges in the mean to p along L2 (Q_F ) &
[ f # L2 (Q_0) : Q E f (x, } ) dx vanishes on G] and (u=) stochastically two-
scale converges in the mean to u;
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(ii)
u/G=0, div| u=0, on 0, a.e. on Q,
divx E (u)=0 on Q, +-a.e. on 0,
E (u) } &=0 on Q, +-a.e. on 0,
where & denotes the outward unit normal to Q;
(iii) p agrees on Q_F with an element of I2 (Q_0);
(iv) Q p(x, } ) dx # M2 (0);
(v) (u, p, p~ ) is a weak solution on Q_F to the two-pressure Stokes
system
{x p+{| p~ &2| u= f
in the following sense: if H 10 (Q_F ) denotes the strong closure of
C0 (Q)C
 (F ) in H 1 (Rn_0), then for all v # H 10 (Q_F )
n,
&|
Q_0
p divxv dx d+&|
Q_0
p~ div| v dx d+
+|
Q_0
{|u : {|v dx d+=|
Q_0
f } v dx d+;
(vi) (u, p) is a weak solution on Q of the Darcy law
E (u)=K( f &{xp), +-a.e. on F;
(vii) (u, /Q_F p, /Q_F p~ ) is uniquely determined by (ii)(vi) as an
element of L2 (Q, H1 (0))n_L2 (Q_F )[/Q_F I 2 (0) & /Q_FM2 (0)]_
L2 (Q_F )/Q_F I2 (Q_0).
Proof. We begin by deriving the necessary estimates of (u=). From the
definition of \= used in (A2), for all v # H 10 (=
&1Q & [Rn"G(|)])
&v&2L2(=&1Q & [Rn"G(|)])\= (|)&{v&
2
L2(=&1Q & [Rn"G(|)])n . (3.8)
Notice now that Q= (|)==(=&1Q & [Rn"G(|)]) and that u= ( } , |) #
H 10 (Q= (|))
n, so that a scaling of (3.8) by = yields the estimate
&u= ( } , |)&2L2(Q=(|))n=
2\= (|)&{xu=( } , |)&2L2(Q=(|))n2 .
It now follows from this inequality and the standard estimate for the solu-
tion of the Stokes equations that there is a constant C>0, independent of
=, such that
&u= ( } , |)&2L2(Q)n+&={xu
= ( } , |)&2L2(Q)n2C\= (|)(1+\= (|)),
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and so by assumption (A2) on F,
&u=&L2(Q_0)n+&={xu=&L2(Q_0)n2C, =>0, (3.9)
with C independent of =.
Replacing p = by
p =&
1
|Q| |Q p
= (x, } ) dx,
we may suppose with no loss of generality that ( p =)=>0 is bounded in
L2 (Q_0) and that
|
Q
p = (x, } ) dx=0, for all =>0. (3.10)
Theorem 3.1 can now be applied to find for each subsequence of (u=) and
( p =) a further subsequence, which will be denoted still by (u=) and ( p =), and
elements u # L2 (Q, H 1 (0))n, p # L2 (Q_0) such that (u=) (resp.,(={xu=),
( p =)) stochastically two-scale converges in the mean to u (resp., {| u, p).
We proceed to first verify (ii) for u. If v # L2 (Q_0)n is supported in
Q_G, then for +-a.e. |, x  v(x, T(=&1x)|) is supported in Q & G= (|).
Since u= ( } , |) is supported in Q= (|)=Q"G= (|), it follows that
|
Q_0
u } v dx d+=lim
=  0 |Q_0 u
= (x, |) } v(x, T(=&1x)|) dx d+=0,
and taking v=u/Q_G yields u/Q_G=0. Observe next that it follows from
(3.2), (3.3), Lemma 2.1(b), and Green’s theorem that for =>0, h # C 0 (Q),
and , # C (0),
0=|
Q_0
u= (x, |) } {x[=h(x) ,(T(=&1x)|)] dx d+
== |
Q_0
,(T(=&1x)|) u= (x, |) } {xh(x) dx d+
+|
Q_0
h(x) u= (x, |) } ({| ,)(T(=&1x)|) dx d+.
We hence deduce from this equation and the stochastic two-scale mean
convergence that
0=|
Q_0
hu } {|, dx d+.
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Since h, , are arbitrary, it follows that
div| u(x, })=0 on 0, for a.e. x # Q.
If we now take  # L2 (0) and replace , by E() in the previous calcula-
tion, we obtain
0=|
Q_0
u= } {x [hE()] dx d+,
and so by the stochastic two-scale mean convergence,
0=|
Q_0
u } {x [hE()] dx d+=|
0
 |
Q
{xh } E (u) dx d+.
Since , h are arbitrary, it follows that
divx E (u)(} , |)=0 on Q, for +-a.e. | # 0.
From this and well-known results [18, Chapter 7], E (u) } & exists on Q as
an element of H &12 (Q), +-a.e. on 0, and so we can again use Green’s
theorem and an appropriate choice of test functions to deduce that
E (u)(} , |) } &=0 on Q, for +-a.e. | # 0.
In order to verify (iii) and (v), let h # C0 (Q), , # C
 (F )n. Then by
Lemma 2.1(b), the function x  v= (x, |)==h(x),(T(=&1x)|) is in C 0 (Q)
n
and vanishes on Rn"Q= (|) for +-a.e. |. Hence, from the weak form of
(3.1), we obtain for =>0,
&|
Q= (|)
p= divx v= dx+=2 |
Q= (|)
{xu= : {xv= dx=|
Q= (|)
f } v= dx.
Since v= (} , |) vanishes on Q"Q= (|), it follows that
&|
Q_0
p = divx v= dx d++=2 |
Q_0
{xu= : {x v= dx d+
=|
0 \&|Q= (|) p
= div x v= dx+=2 |
Q= (|)
{xu= : {x v= dx+ d+
=|
Q_0
f } v= dx d+. (3.11)
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Now use Lemma 2.1(b) to calculate divx v= and {xv= , substitute the results
into (3.11), and pass to the limit as =  0 using the stochastic two-scale
mean convergence to obtain
0=|
Q_0
hp div| , dx d+.
Since h, , are arbitrary in this equation, it follows from assumption (A1)
on F and Lemma 2.2 that p(x, }) agrees on F with an element of I2 (0)
for a.e. x # Q. Hence by Lemma 2.3, applied to the dynamical system
(Q_0, T ), p agrees on Q_F with an element of I2 (Q_0). This verifies
(iii) for p.
We next take # # [C 0 (Q)C
 (F )]n with div|#=0. It then follows
from the T-invariance of + that (div| #)(x, T(=&1x)|)=0 dx_d+-a.e. on
Q_0. If we hence replace v= is (3.11) by the function #= : (x, |) 
#(x, T(=&1x)|), use Lemma 2.1(b) as before in the calculation of divx#=
and {x#= and then let =  0 in the equation that results, we obtain
&|
Q_0
p divx # dx d++|
Q_0
{| u : {|# dx d+=|
Q_0
f } # dx d+.
Since # is arbitrary, it follows from this equation and Corollary 2.7 that
there exists p~ # L2 (Q_0) such that (u, p, p~ ) satisfies (v).
We verify (iv) by noting (3.10) and applying the argument in the rele-
vant portion of the proof of [4], Theorem 3.4.
In order to establish the Darcy law in (vi), we follow the classical argu-
ment [19] of Tartar. Consider the solutions (qk , vk) to the cell problems
(3.5)(3.7) and set
q=k (x, |)=qk (T(=
&1x)|), v=k (x, |)=vk (T(=
&1x)|).
It follows that for +-a.e. |, (q=k (} , |), v
=
k (} , |)) is a weak solution in
L2loc (R
n)_H 1loc (R
n)n to the Stokes problem
ek=={xq =k (} , |)&=
22xv=k (} , |) on R
n"G= (|), (3.12)
divx v=k (} , |)=0 on R
n, (3.13)
such that
,v=k (} , |) # H
1
0 (Q= (|))
n, \, # C0 (Q), (3.14)
and the sets
(q=k)=>0 , (v
=
k)=>0 , (={xv
=
k)=>0 are bounded
in their respective L2-spaces on Q_0. (3.15)
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We now let h # C0 (Q), b # I
 (0), set ,=hb, take the H &1-H 10 duality
product of (3.12) with ,u=, and integrate the equation which results over 0
to obtain
=2 |
Q_0
{xv=k : {x(,u
=) dx d+
== |
Q_0
q =k u
= } {x, dx d++|
Q_0
,ek } u= dx d+, (3.16)
where we have used (3.2) to obtain the first term on the right-hand side of
(3.16). Invoking the stochastic two-scale mean convergence, we pass to the
limit as =  0 in (3.16) to obtain
lim
=  0
=2 |
Q_0
{xv=k : {x(,u
=) dx d+=|
Q_0
hbek } u dx d+. (3.17)
Next, take the duality product of (3.1) and ,v=k and integrate over 0 to
obtain
=2 |
Q_0
{xu= : {x(,v=k) dx d+
=|
Q_0
,f } vk dx d++|
Q_0
p =v=k } {x, dx d+, (3.18)
where we have used (3.13), (3.14), and the fact that b # I (0) to get the
right-hand side of (3.18). Letting =  0 in (3.18) yields
lim
=  0
=2 |
Q_0
{xu=: {x(,v=k) dx d+
=|
Q_0
hbf } vk dx d++|
Q_0
pbvk } {xh dx d+. (3.19)
Observe now that the absolute value of the difference between the left-
hand sides of (3.16) and (3.18) is
= }:i, j |Q_0 \=
v =ki
xj
u =i
,
x j
&=
u =i
x j
v=ki
,
xj+ dx d+ }
which by virtue of (3.9) and (3.15) does not exceed an absolute constant
times =. Thus by (3.17) and (3.19),
|
Q_0
hbu } ek dx d+=|
Q_0
hbf } vk dx d++|
Q_0
pbvk } {xh dx d+.
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We now rewrite this equation as
0=|
0
b \|Q (huk&hf } vk& pvk } {xh) dx+ d+,
and then conclude from the arbitrariness of b, Lemma 3.2, and the module
property of E 1 that for k=1, ..., n,
0=E1 \|Q (huk&hf } vk& pvk } {x h) dx+
=|
Q
(hE (uk)&hf } E(vk)&E 1 ( pvk) } {xh) dx on 0.
Since h is arbitrary, it follows that (u, p) is a weak solution on Q of
E (uk)= f } E(vk)&divx E 1 ( pvk), +-a.e. on 0, (3.20)
for k=1, ..., n. Recall next that p agrees on Q_F with an element @ of
I2 (Q_0) and combine this with the fact that vk vanishes on G to write
E 1 ( pvk)/Q_F =/Q_F E 1 (@vk)=/Q_F @E(vk)
=/Q_F pE(vk), k=1, ..., n.
Hence by (3.20), (u, p) is a weak solution on Q of
E (uk)=E(vk) } ( f &{xp), k=1, ..., n, +-a.e. on F,
which is (vi).
We now establish the uniqueness statement in (vii). This will show that
the stochastic two-scale mean limit of each convergent subsequence of
(u=)=>0 is independent of the subsequence and that the stochastic two-scale
mean limit of each convergent subsequence of ( p =)=>0 , when multiplied
by /Q_F , determines the same element in L2 (Q_F)[/Q_F I 2 (0) &
/Q_F M2 (0)]. After observing that
L2 (Q_F ) & [/Q_FI2 (0) & /Q_F M2 (0)]=
coincides with
L2 (Q_F ) & [ f # L2 (Q_0) : |
Q
E f (x, } ) dx vanishes on G],
the convergence asserted in (i) will then follow from this, and Theorem 3.3
will be completely proved.
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Let H 10 (Q, H
1 (0)) denote the strong closure of C 0 (Q)C
 (0) in
H1 (Rn_0). Let V denote the subspace of elements v # H 10 (Q, H
1 (0))n
such that
v/G=0, div| v=0 on 0, a.e. on Q,
divx E (v)=0 on Q, +-a.e. on 0.
If p satisfies (iii), then for all v # V,
({xp)(v)=&|
Q_0
p divx v dx d+=&|
Q_0
p divx E (v) dx d+=0,
and if g # L2 (Q_0), then for all v # V,
({|g)(v)=&|
Q_0
g div| v dx d+=0.
Hence if (u, p, p~ ) # L2 (Q, H1 (0))n_L2 (Q_0)_L2 (Q_0) is any weak
solution of the Stokes problem in (v) for which p satisfies (iii), then
|
Q_0
f } v dx d+=|
Q_0
{|u : {|v dx d+, \v # V. (3.21)
Now, let (u, p, p~ ) # L2 (Q, H 1 (0))n_L2 (Q_0)_L2 (Q_0) satisfy
(ii)(vi) with f #0. Since u satisfies (ii), we can approximate u strongly in
the L2 (Q, H1 (0))n-norm by elements of V, and so from (3.21), it follows
that {| u=0. By Lemma 2.1(a) (applied to the dynamical system
(Q_0, T )), u # I 2 (Q_0). Hence from (ii),
divx u=0 on Q, u } &=0 on Q, +-a.e. on 0. (3.22)
From (vi), we have that
u=&K{x p on Q, +-a.e. on F. (3.23)
If we hence substitute (3.23) into (3.22), we see that +-a.e. on F, p is a weak
solution on Q to a homogeneous Neumann problem for a constant-coef-
ficient, second-order, linear elliptic equation. Thus p(x, |) is a function of
| only for (x, |) # Q_F. Since p satisfies (iii), it hence follows from
Lemma 2.3 that /Q_Fp # /Q_F I 2 (0), and by (3.23), that u/Q_F=0. Since
u/Q_G=0 from (ii), it follows that u=0. From (iv) and the fact that p
depends only on | over F, it follows that
/Q_F p=/Q_F
1
|Q| |Q p(x, }) dx # /Q_FM
2 (0).
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Finally, we are left from (v) with {| p~ =0 on Q_F, and so /Q_Fp~ #
/Q_F I2 (Q_0). K
Remark. In closing, we wish to make a few remarks about the time-
dependent case. The time-dependent Stokes equations on the randomly
perforated domain Q= (|) take the form
u=
t
+{p=&=2 2u== f on [0, T]_Q= (|), (3.24)
div u==0 on [0, T]_Q= (|), (3.25)
u==0 on [0, T]_Q= (|), (3.26)
u= (0, })=u0 on Q= (|). (3.27)
Using the ideas of this paper and [3], it should be possible to obtain a
homogenized limit (u, p) for the time-dependent solutions of (3.24)(3.27)
under appropriate hypotheses. The limit (u, p) should satisfy a two-
pressure, time-dependent Stokes problem
u
t
+{x p+{| p~ &2| u= f
on [0, T]_Q_F, and a Darcy’s law with memory of the form
E u(t, x, |)=E u0 (x, |)+|
t
0
K(t&s, |)( f &{xp)(s, x, |) ds.
In order to keep the basic ideas of the stochastic homogenization techni-
ques developed in this paper free from technical complications, we have
concentrated on the steady-state situation, and we hence leave the develop-
ment of the details of the time-dependent case for future investigation.
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